
2021 Anna Garlin Spencer 
Volunteer Awardees



Anna Garlin Spencer Volunteer Award 

Anna Garlin Spencer (1851-1931) was a social 
activist and feminist icon. She was the first 
woman ordained in Rhode Island, became a 
founder of the NAACP, promoted child labor 
laws, and worked for equal rights for women. 
She was also the first woman Ethical Culture 
leader and her life-long work embodies the spirit 
intended by this award.

The Anna Garlin Spencer Volunteer Award 
recognizes a lay member of an AEU-affiliated 
ethical congregation in good standing for his or 
her significant volunteer contributions to the 
success of that ethical congregation and, 
therefore, the success of the AEU, or volunteer 
contributions on behalf of the AEU itself.



Pattie Arduini
 

Nominating Society: Susquehanna Valley 
Ethical Society

Pattie devotes tireless work and countless hours to SVES and 
its mission, and has done so for years, on a voluntary basis. 
She keeps the SVES community together and recruits new 
members through consistent and timely communications 
via multiple modes, including social media. She serves on 
the ethical education committee building a program from 
the ground up. She leads numerous ethical action projects 
each year. Pattie is a lay leader who continuously pushes 
herself and SVES to grow. She has innovated ways to 
expand SVES's reach and strengthen the community's 
inclusivity. One example is her dedication to the 
clergy-in-residence program she spearheaded to make it 
possible for SVES and Jé Hooper to work together to 
strengthen SVES as a community, tap into greater potential, 
and recruit new members. Pattie is the backbone, heart, 
and lungs of SVES. 



John Benfatti

Nominating Society: Riverdale-Yonkers Ethical Society 
John joined the Riverdale-Yonkers Society for Ethical Culture in 1991. In his thirty years as a member 
of the Society, he has served on the Board in various capacities including as Co-President, 
President, VP for Activities, VP for Management, Membership Committee chairperson and as a 
Member-at-large and as part of the Executive Team. John retired from the Board in Spring 2021.

John coordinates with the Living Room/Save Haven Center to shelter the six homeless men in the 
Society on Monday nights.  In partnership with Congregation Tehillah and the Hebrew Institute of 
Riverdale, volunteers join with the Society to follow a designated schedule to set up and serve the 
evening meal, set up beds, clean up after the meal and provide camaraderie for the guests. He is 
proud to report that the Society’s Emergency Shelter has been running for all these years and John 
has only missed two Monday nights – everything continues to go smoothly thanks to the 
dedication of all of the volunteers!
 
On March 23, 2013, about 30 of the volunteers who had worked at the Emergency Shelter held a 
reception to mark the 10th anniversary.  Certificate of Appreciation were awarded to the 
volunteers.
 
Through the courage, dedication and compassion of John Benfatti, the Society has faithfully 
operated the Emergency Overnight Shelter every Monday night, offering food, a bed and 
socializing in a spirit of fellowship and respect to six men. The operation of the shelter at the Society 
was suspended mid-March 2020 due to the pandemic and will reopen in due course.



David Brown

Nominating Society: Ethical Society of  St. Louis 
David Brown and his wife Chery Green joined the Ethical Society of St. Louis in 2003. In his 
eighteen years of membership, David Brown has led the Society in many important 
initiatives. He has helped the Society internally through governance reform as well as 
representing the Society in the larger St. Louis community. David’s initial efforts helped the 
Society as it made the transition from paper to electronic information systems. He served as 
webmaster and assisted his wife Chery in the implementation of a new database system. 
He turned his attention to social justice efforts for Metropolitan Congregations United and 
to the Nominating Committee as chair in 2006. David then formed and led the ESTL 
Development Committee. This important committee ran the annual Pledge Campaign 
and organized regular fundraising events to augment the resources of the Society As 
President from 2013-16, his term was tasked with the implementation of the new structure, 
which divided responsibilities between an active Ministry team and a Board concerned 
with long-term planning.  David Brown’s term was also notable for the hiring of a Second 
Leader for the congregation. Since leaving the Board, David has focused on helping 
refugees who come to this country under the auspices of the International Institute of St. 
Louis. He and his team of Society members have helped with monthly lunches and now 
serve as continuing mentors for two refugee families. Despite the pandemic, the team is in 
regular contact with these families. David’s leadership was instrumental in obtaining a 
$5000 grant from the Refugee Council-USA in 2020-21. His many contributions have made 
the Ethical Society of St. Louis a better place.



Theresa Forsman

Nominating Society:  Ethical Culture Society of 
Bergen County 

Theresa Forsman has been a member of the Ethical 
Culture Society of Bergen County for 25 years. Theresa 
has always been an active participant in our Society, for 
example serving as a mentor for Sunday School 
graduates. While she is the paid editor of our monthly 
newsletter, she performs volunteer efforts over and 
above her duties, mostly in the area of social media 
communication to our members and the world. Since 
moving to Nebraska, she considers these efforts as a 
large part of her membership contribution. In addition, 
this past year, she spent many, many hours developing 
the concept and producing Joe Chuman's retirement 
gift, a book about his legacy to the Bergen Society and 
to the Ethical movement as a whole. 



Nominating Society: Ethical Society of Austin

Adam Gravois has been a member of the Ethical Society of Austin for the 
greater part of its twenty-five-year existence.  Adam has focused his service 
to the Society on the task of providing a consistent schedule of weekly 
programs, but his influence has been felt throughout the Society.
Adam Gravois is Chair of the ESOA Platform Committee.  ESOA is a small 
Society and has no clergy leader.  We have to provide our own Sunday 
platforms, and Adam has, singly at times but usually with the teamwork of 
the Platform Committee, made sure that we have inspiring and edifying 
programs every single week.  While these programs may include guest 
speakers, presentations from our own members, or even the occasional 
video, Adam made the colloquy an institution at ESOA.
Adam’s own platforms have produced a special measure of influence (with 
frequent flashes of technological wizardry), offering us strong elements of 
reason, compassion, and science.  These same features--reason, 
compassion, and science--are central to his influence as a member of ESOA.  
Adam has regularly rejected larger roles in the Society, needing, as he has 
told us, to do just one thing so he could do it well.  As a role model, he has 
helped many of us to see the need to establish boundaries for our service to 
the organization for that very reason.  Adam serves us also as a thoughtful 
listener, willing to apply reason and fact--well dosed with compassion--in 
discussions both practical and philosophical.

Adam Gravois



Nominating Society: Ethical Humanist Society of the Triangle
Chris Kaman has been an active member of EHST since approximately 1994.  His 
contributions have been incalculable and would be impossible to enumerate in full.  
But here are the highlights:

A retired IT professional, Chris over the years has been the point person for our 
society’s use of technology.  He maintains and updates our website, ensures that we 
have the right security software, facilitates our Zoom meetings and helps us utilize 
tools like Facebook and Mailchimp.  He also is our “train the trainer” lead so more of 
us know how to do these things.

Chris has spent many years as our Treasurer and provides financial overview and 
expertise, including managing our pledge drives, investments and expenditures.  
Chris helps EHST maintain our connection with the AEU.  He has attended many 
Assemblies, served as a Delegate multiple times and contributed to various AEU 
initiatives, 

Most importantly, Chris provides strong lay leadership.  We are a Society which had 
had a very part-time Leader for about a decade but many years before and after 
with only lay leadership.  Chris attended the Lay Leadership Summer School and has 
served in multiple Board positions for decades including several years as President. He 
has served on various committees, most notably Membership and Programs, and in 
the 1990s helped run the Ethics School for Children. He has also developed and 
presented several excellent Platforms for us, helping us provide year-round meetings 
for members and visitors. It is extremely notable, and a huge factor in Chris’ 
leadership contribution, that he attends the vast majority of our Sunday meetings, as 
well as Happy Hours, Game Nights and Book Club discussions.  As with all 
organizations, there is turnover in EHST, but Chris is a constant and is in many ways the 
de-facto leader (lower case “l”) of our Society.  

Chris Kaman



Elinore Kaplan

Nominating Society: New York Society for Ethical Culture
Elinore Kaplan joined NYSEC in 2011. In 2012, she co-chaired and 
subsequently chaired the Membership Development Committee 
until 2015, when she moved to co-chair and then chair the 
Communications Committee. Elinore has been on the Board of 
Trustees since 2014.
Among her other past Society volunteer responsibilities were being 
the co-chair of the recent Leader Search and Trustee Nominating 
Committees. Elinore is also the driving force on the Building 
Beautification task force. 
Elinore currently co-chairs the Communications Committee, 
chairing the Bylaws, Policies, and Procedures Committee, 
This period of Covid restrictions has brought to the forefront Elinore’s 
dedication to NYSEC. She has tirelessly worked to maintain a sense 
of normalcy through her committee and task force responsibilities. 
In addition, Elinore took over the coordination of the various 
day-to-day Zoom programs offered during this period. She also 
participated in the Food Insecurity Drive sponsored by the Society. 



Muriel Tillinghast

Nominating Society: Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture

Muriel is a lifelong teacher and activist tenaciously doing whatever it 
takes to educate and organize.  It would take way more than two 
paragraphs to touch on the many campaigns she has waged since 
the early 1960s including being the Green Party candidate for Vice 
President in the 1990s.  She is a history buff with a particular interest in 
American slavery and its systemic residual effects.

Muriel is working on two projects at the Brooklyn Society for Ethical 
Culture that are worthy of acknowledgement.  Lucy’s Children, 
co-chaired with Ellen Raider, examines the fiction of race in order to 
address the fact of racism. Lucy’s Children meets weekly and provides 
information, opportunities, and events that binds the community to the 
effort of ending racism.  Muriel fundraised $10,000 to make possible the 
May/June 2021 Conference: “19th Century America:  Fiends, Fugitives 
and Friends” a new perspective on the connections between enslaved 
Blacks, tribal nations and bands of Indigenous People. She drafted the 
speakers, put together the program and kept momentum building 
despite the pandemic.  



Sue and Scott Walton

Nominating Society: Chicago Ethical Humanist Circle
 
You may already know Sue and Scott Walton from their AEU 
activities (Scott as a former VP and Chair of Fundraising on the 
AEU Board and Assembly camera person, and Sue as Assembly 
guru, Board Development chair, and President's Council chair), 
but they have also been cornerstones of the Chicago Ethical 
Humanist Circle from its inception. Sue has donned many hats 
for us: Founding Secretary, present co-Secretary, "Coffee And" 
factotum, email communicator, birthday and get-well card 
wrangler, and, not least, gentle Nudge keeping the rest of us on 
our toes and our tasks. Scott was the Circle's original Treasurer 
and a continuing Board member. He filed our incorporation 
papers and set up the Circle's bank and PayPal accounts, and 
was the primary drafter of our by-laws. He handled 
arrangements with the community center where we met and 
video-recorded every in-person platform before Scott and Sue 
moved to Indiana in 2019. We applaud their critical 
contributions and treasure their friendship. We’re grateful that 
the Zoom Era has enabled their continuing participation at a 
distance. We wish them Goodspeed in their efforts to start an 
Indianapolis area Ethical community. 


